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What’s inside----- 

1. Shoots 

2. Meeting 

3. Nickles Worth 

 

June Shoot 
  

The June shoot will be on 

June 4, 2011. Sign up time 

is 8:00 AM and shooting 

starting at 9:00 AM. 

 

 

June Meeting 

  

The June meeting for the 

Regulators will be held on 

June 17, 2011 at  the 

Janesville Pizza Factory. 

Start time is 7:00 PM. 

 

 

nickle’s worth 

 

 Scout Troop 405 of 

Susanville will be 

sponsoring a Top Shot 

competition at the Rice 

canyon Range on 

September 10-11, 2011. 

There will be five stages of 

shooting. Trap, rifle 

silhouette, semi-auto 

pistol, revolver, and 

archery. The cost of entry 

is $25.00 for individuals 

and $100.00 for a team of 

no more than five 

individuals. As this is the  
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first time that they have 

done anything like this  

they have asked the 

members of the Sierra 

Sportsmen Club to assist  

with Range Master duties. 

The scouts will be 

handling everything else. 

They plan on having food 

and refreshments for sale. 

As this is still in the 

planning stages, I will be 

posting more info when I 

get it. 

 The Sierra Sportsmen will 

have a booth at the Lassen 

County Fair this year. 

They will be signing up 

new members, passing out 

literature and having a 

laser shooting gallery. The 

booth will be manned by 

volunteers as the booth 

must be open all day long. 

The fair dates are July 20-

24, 2011. If you would like 

to help out, let me know. 

530-253-3502 or email 

ndolphay@yahoo.com. 

 The 2011 Sagebrush 

Rebellion is fast 

approaching. So start 

making plans to attend. 

Every year we hope to 

make it better than the year 

before. So far we have 

been successful in this. It 

takes a lot of hard work  
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and time to put this 

together. For those of you 

who are going to mail in 

your entry, we have a new 

address. The new address 

is: Lassen Regulators 

    P.O. Box 257 

    Standish, CA 96128 
 

 It seems like everytime 

you turn around the price 

of everything goes up. 

Most everyone is on a 

budget these days and 

shooting costs and travel 

costs are going through the 

ceiling. Some of the ways 

to help on costs are to go 

together to buy com- 

ponents and supplies in 

bulk. Also a couple of 

people going to a shoot in 

one vehicle if possible is 

another way. 

 “In a healthy nation there 

is a kind of dramatic 

balance between the will of 

the people and the 

government, which 

prevents its degeneration 

into tyranny.” Albert 

Einstein 

 Keep your powder dry and 

deny the enemy the high 

ground.  


